
AIXALÀ i ALCAIT 
DOQ Priorat, Vis de Vila Torroja 

"This wine is the result of an illusion and the beginning of a dream."  
 

A hard-scrabble story of love, wine, and love of wine, if ever there was 

one! Jordi Aixalà married Sussi Alcait in 2006, having gone out on a limb 

to commercialise a few small plots in Torroja (some in family ownership 

for generations but sold to co-ops). Sussi is a local school teacher, 

irrepressible wit, and the communicative face of the business. Jordi 

worked full-time in a local cellar and tended his own vineyards in his 

‘spare’ time. By 2008 they had a daughter, and Spain had ‘the crisis’ – 

really just a dreadful time to be starting a chancy new small wine 

business without any money. For two years, they ‘sold’ their fruit … and 

didn’t get paid! By 2012, they had moved into a tiny cellar in Torroja and 

went all-in on releasing wine under their own label (small releases had 

been made since the first ‘Pardelasses’ in 2005). All wines are certified organic and low sulphur, and 

farmed by the lunar cycle. They also produce very good extra virgin olive oil from arbequinas grown 

on the ridges between vine parcels. Over these years, Jordi has also double as mayor of Torroja, and 

is a leading environmental activist in the region. 
 

Torroja 
Torroja is a picturesque, pebble-paved little hillside village wound up along the side of Coll de la 

Serra, home to about 150 folk. It’s bang in the middle of DOQ Priorat, in its own little valley system … 

the village itself is at 330 metres, sitting above the valley of Riu Siurana. Torroja is the administrative 

home of the Consell Regulador of DOQ Priorat.  
 

For wine, Torroja presents a somewhat different face than other villages. It’s in a relatively closed 

valley, with ridge lines in the north and west, facing the town across the valley of the Siurana which 

runs more-or-less diagonally through from north-east to south-west. Across the northern range are 

the villages directly under Montsant: la Vilella Baixa, la Vilella Alta and Scala Dei. South-west through 

the pine forests along the path of the Siurana are the more open hills around Gratallops. Over Coll 

de la Serra is Porerra, but Torroja itself feels quite remote and land-locked. The coastal Garbinada 

breeze makes itself known here, but the mistral Serre (Jordi calls it the Prades, named for the origin 

of the Serre in the Muntanyes de Prades, north-east past Siurana) is more dominant. Vineyards can 

have south, east and northern aspects, featuring llicorella, but also iron and hard Soldó stone. The 

wines here have less glycerol than those of Porerra and Gratallops.  
 

 



The Wines and vineyards 
Aixalà i Alcait currently make 11 wines, a couple of pinks, two whites, 5 reds and a couple of sweet 

things. The reds sum different zones of Torroja. 
 

Pardelasses: ‘for the donkeys’, is named for one of two parcels (the other is 

Amitgers at 422 metres) from which the wine is composed – extremely steep and 

stony, only accessible for tilling by donkey. 50/50 Garnatxa and Caranyena, grown 

at just below 400m (Pardelasses). Hand plunged in small tank (1,000 litres) then 

aged 10 months in aged 500 litre wood. The first Pardelasses (2005) was made for 

Jordi and Sussi’s wedding in 2006!  

Mixing red and black berries, lots of soft llicorella tells, cedar and herb, cherry, spice 

and tobacco with fine tannin and good acid freshness. 
 

les Clivelles de Torroja is a vineyard on the high ridges of Torroja, in Partida ‘Ferral’, 

with very soft slate. It’s Jordi’s oldest vineyard, planted to Caranyena and is released 

as a Vi de Vila Torroja. Aged 10 months in chestnut wood, 220 litres and some 

French barriques.  

Black strawberries, mandarin, llicorella and deeply herbal; tannins are full but gentle 

and acidity is fine and refreshing. 
 

El Coster de l’Alzina (the slope of the oak: Alzina is the name of a local oak and also 

that of Jordi and Sussi’s daughter.) Based on 3 old vine parcels, Cartoixa way, 

planted 1909, la Solana from 1932 and the 1954 Mas d’en Bruno. These old vines 

yield 400 grams each. Fermentation with vineyard yeast in old 500l wood, aged 15 

months in second use oak.  

Caranyena with plenty of sweet spice and lots of room; rustic at first, loves air and 

opens beautifully. Blackberry and orange with an incredible metal-mineral linger, as 

if you’ve just brushed your teeth with a chunk of rock. 
 

deStranKis first appeared in 2008. It’s Garnatxa aged 12 months in 2-3 year old 

wood. This wine of younger material serves as their entry wine, a coupage of 

several owned plots (Cartoixa way, the lower part of Pardelasses and les Planes, 

planted 1994) and some rented vineyards which Jordi controls. Destrankis … it’s 

their ‘naughty’ wine. Destrankis is a funny term for assets hidden from the 

Franco government … vinous tax avoidance! In this context, it’s a wine they 

could enter the market during the ‘crisis’.  

It’s textured, refreshing and really mineral with wild herbs and soft tannins. 


